
Tennis
     Rigid wheelchair  

for tennis



› FEEDBACK FROM PLAYERS
With Ruben, we have a direct chan-
nel for feedback on the wheel-
chair’s performance. 

› KNEE SUPPORT
Your knee support can be designed 
according to your individual needs 
and requirements. 

› WELDED  ANTI-TIPS
Two welded anti-tips guarantee a 
maximum stability to move around 
on the court. 

Key features

› Fully customised model
› Welded or adjustable rear axle
› Two different designs: 3 or 4 wheels
› Easy to manoeuvre and to achieve speed
› High stability and low weight
›   Anodised 7020 aluminium frame
›   Choose between ergo seat or straight  
     seat tubes
› Danish design and manufacture

Light weight and agile
Wolturnus tennis wheelchair
The Wolturnus Tennis is a highly specialized tailor-made sports wheelchair.  
It’s light weight, manoeuvrable and can accelerate fast. 

This sports wheelchair ensures, that you can accelerate and switch  
directions faster than your opponents.  The frame’s geometry is adapt-
ed to suit your size, weight, strength and abilities. Moreover, Wolturnus 
also takes the various court surfaces into consideration when building 
the individual tennis wheelchair. 

The tennis wheelchair is designed with a narrow front end that makes 
it easier to swing your tennis racket. It comes with big tubes for extra 
stiffness, which allows you to turn faster. You can also chose between 
three or four wheels and a fully welded or an adjustable rear axle. 

Since all our tennis wheelchairs are custom built, you have the oppor-
tunity to maxizime your strengths and gain the advantage on the court. 
Like to play agressive, defensive or somewhere inbetween? Wolturnus 
can create the custom fit solution for you.  

With the sponsorship of Dutch Ruben Spaargaren, we have direct con-
tact with a highly talented player, so his feedback will benefit with the 
fine-tuning of the Wolturnus tennis wheelchairs. 
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